Sysco Partners with Autocar to Improve Productivity
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (April 7, 2017) – At Sysco, Cleveland, a recent need to expand their fleet of yard
trucks prompted them to consider how to do this while optimizing productivity in both their employees and
equipment. While many truck options are available, these are often in the form of standardized and
outdated models that leave employees feeling drained and overall business productivity at a low.
Unwilling to settle for a generic model, the team at Sysco approached Autocar to discuss what solutions
their trucks might provide for their business.
The meetings between the companies included a visit to Sysco’s facilities where both teams worked
closely together on custom-spec recommendations based specifically on Sysco’s site, application, usage
and other specific requirements leaving the fleet manager impressed and at ease that the yard
trucks would get the job done.

“I was really impressed by Autocar’s attention and factory direct personal touch to this piece of
equipment. It gave me a lot of comfort working with a group that has that kind of dedication to the
industry and is so invested in making sure we got what we needed at our facility,” says Dominic DeCaprio,
Fleet Manager at Sysco Cleveland.
As Autocar's yard trucks are designed with productivity and safety in mind, Sysco could focus on
customizing their vehicles to their specific work needs and give their drivers the comfort they need to
work efficiently, effectively and most importantly – safely, ultimately optimizing their overall productivity
in these custom-built vehicles.
###
ABOUT AUTOCAR, LLC
Autocar, LLC, manufacturer of severe-duty vocational trucks carrying the first specialized truck brand in
North America, is the only American-owned and operated original equipment manufacturer (OEM) of
trucks. Autocar’s severe-duty vocational trucks provide customers the perfect tool for their jobs with the
most uptime, support and impact on their bottom line. Autocar collaborates with customers to build trucks
to their exact specifications and needs. Autocar’s purpose-built severe-service truck lines include ACMD
and ACX cab-over trucks, the ACTT and ACTT-E terminal tractors and the DC-64 Class 8 work trucks.
Autocar Truck recognizes that performance and uptime are everything and offers every customer 24/7
access to its Always Up direct factory support center staffed by expert technicians who engineer and build
Autocar’s trucks. Autocar promises to provide trucks that deliver the best value, provide the best service,
provide a complete solution for customers’ needs, do the work right the first time and act proactively,
timely and with simplicity. For more information on Autocar Truck, visit AutocarTruck.com, or call 833857-0200.

